Programme overview

DAY 1: 10 Oct
- UCLG ASPAC Committees
- UCLG ASPAC Executive Bureau Meeting
- UCLG ASPAC Council Meeting
- UCLG ASPAC Networking Night
- UCLG ASPAC Financial Management Committee

DAY 2: 11 Oct
- DAEJEON Track
- LOCAL4ACTION Track
- Networking HUB
- K-POP CONCERT

DAY 3: 12 Oct
- OFFICIAL OPENING CEREMONY
- COMMITTEE ON STATUTORY AFFAIRS
- ASSEMBLY SESSIONS
- EXECUTIVE BUREAU
- LOCAL AND REGIONAL GOVERNMENTS BREAKING THROUGH AS ONE
- PEOPLE FOR THE FUTURE: EQUALITY AND CARE
- WELCOME DINNER

DAY 4: 13 Oct
- ASSEMBLY SESSIONS
- LOCAL4ACTION Track
- TOWN HALL CULTURE & CLIMATE
- THE GLOBAL COMMONS
- THE PACT FOR THE FUTURE: TRANSFORMING OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH OUR ECOSYSTEMS

DAY 5: 14 Oct
- TOWN HALL TRUST & GOVERNMENT
- GOVERNMENT FOR THE FUTURE: GOVERNING LOCAL & GLOBAL REALITIES AS ONE
- THE PACT FOR THE FUTURE: GOVERNMENT: GOVERNING LOCAL & GLOBAL REALITIES AS ONE
- FAREWELL DINNER

DAY 6: 15 Oct
- VISIT TO DMZ (TBC)
- Discovering Daejeon
- Town Hall Track
- Statutory Track
- Assembly Track
- Daejeon Track
- Local4Action Track
- Networking HUB
- Learning Forum
- LGA Forum
- Opening/Closure
- The Pact for the Future